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We characterize those finite connected graphs which admit a closed walk such 
that each edge is traversed once in each direction and such that no edge is 
succeeded by the same edge in the opposite direction. This solves an old problem 
of 0. Ore. ((“I 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Every connected graph has a double tracing, i.e., a closed walk such that 
every edge is traversed twice. To see this, we replace every edge by a double 
edge and apply Euler’s theorem. A retracting in a double tracing is the 
immediate succession of an edge by its inverse. In a double tracing a 
retracting must occur at every vertex of degree 1. By modifying the double 
tracing, if necessary, we can get a double tracing such that there is no 
retracting at vertices of degree at least 2. This was shown independently by 
Eggleton and Skilton [2] and Sabidussi (see [3]). As pointed out by the 
referees, an easy way to see this is to embed the graph in a (possibly non- 
orientable) surface such that there is exactly one face. The boundary of this 
face provides the appropriate double tracing. Also, the directed version of 
Euler’s theorem implies that every connected graph has a bidirectional 
double tracing, i.e., a double tracing in which every edge is traversed once 
in each direction. In 1951 Ore [9] (see also [2, 3, 111) raised the problem 
of characterizing the graphs which admit a bidirectional retracting-free 
double tracing. This variant is surprisingly complicated and seems to have 
no simple solution from first principles. One may argue that the difficulty 
lies in the fact that there are graphs for which the above-mentioned surface 
cannot be chosen to be orientable. In this paper we show how the problem 
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We consider in particular cubic graphs since the existence of a bidirec- 
tional retracting-free double tracing in a cubic graph is equivalent to the 
graph being embeddable into a compact orientable two-dimensional 
manifold such that the manifold minus the graph is a 2-cell; i.e., it is 
homeomorphic to a disc. We show that a cubic 3-connected graph has this 
property if the deletion of any three edges leaves either a connected graph 
or a graph with two components, each of which has a number of vertices 
congruent to 1 modulo 4. (On the other hand, if we replace each vertex of 
a cubic 3-connected graph by a triangle, then the resulting graph cannot 
have this embedding property.) 
2. UPPER EMBEDDINGS OF GRAPHS 
AND MATCHINGS IN 2-POLYMATROIDS 
A rotation scheme of a connected multigraph G with vertices 
{VI, 02, . . . . un} is a collection { rc,, x2, . . . . rc,} such the rci is a cyclic permuta- 
tion (which we also refer to as a clockwise ordering) of the edges incident 
with vi for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. (Any loop at v appears twice in this ordering.) If 
e, = u,v, is an edge of G, then we consider the walk obtained by starting at 
e, and turning “sharp left” at each vertex ; i.e., the walk is 
vie, vie2vke3 . . . . 
where rc,(ei) = e2 = vjuk, e3 = &(e*), etc. (Although G may have loops and 
multiple edges we denote by uivj any edge between vi and v,.) This closed 
walk is called the orbit containing e,, e2, . . . . Note that the orbit starting 
with e, in the opposite direction may or may not equal the above orbit. If 
=I, rc2, . . . . n, can be chosen such that G has only one orbit, we say that G 
is strictly upper embeddable. The reason for this terminology is the 
following: If a connected multigraph with n vertices and e edges has a 
2-cell embedding in the orientable compact two-dimensional surface S, of 
genus g, then 
gdL(e-n+ 1)/2J 
and equality can be achieved if and only if G has a rotation scheme with 
at most two orbits, in which case G is called upper embeddable. Xuong [ 131 
gave a general formula for the maximum (orientable) genus of a 2-cell 
embedding of G and all we need in this paper is the following special case 
of Xuong’s theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. A connected multigraph G is strictly upper embeddable if 
and only if G has a spanning tree T such that each connected component of 
G - E(T) has an even number of edges. 
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A short proof of Theorem 2.1 (and of the preceding remark) can be 
found in [l, lo]. A cubic graph whose number of vertices is divisible by 4 
cannot have a tree as in Theorem 2.1. Combining this with Proposition 3.1 
below we obtain the result of Troy [ 111 that a cubic graph with a bidirec- 
tional retracting-free double tracing has a number of vertices which is 
~2 (mod 4). 
Theorem 2.1 does not immediately give a precise explanation of why a 
given graph is not strictly upper embeddable. Such an explanation was 
provided by Furst, Gross, and McGeoch [4] who reduced the problem to 
a matching problem for certain 2-polymatroids. Such matching problems 
were treated in general by Lovasz [6] and the special case which is applied 
in [4] and in the present paper is contained in Gabow and Stallman [S] : 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a polynomiallv bounded algorithm for the 
following problem : Given a graph G whose edges are coloured such that every 
colour occurs twice, decide whether or not G has a spanning tree T such that, 
for each colour i, T contains either both or none of the edges of colour i. 
3. DOUBLE TRACINGS AND SPANNING TREES 
The relation between strict upper embeddability and the subject of this 
paper becomes apparent by the following observation: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every strictly upper embeddable multigraph with no 
vertex of degree 1 has a bidirectional retracting-free double tracing. Conver- 
sely, every multigraph with a bidirectional retracting-free double tracing and 
with no vertex of degree 4 or more is strictly upper embeddable. 
Proof If G has a rotation scheme with only one orbit, then that orbit 
is a bidirectional double tracing such that retractings occur only at 
vertices of degree 1. Conversely, if G has a retracting-free bidirectional 
double tracing and V(G) = (vi, v2, . . . . ~~3, then we define permutations 
711, 712, . . . . 7c, as follows: Consider an edge e = vjvi and let e’ = ujrk be the 
edge that succeedes e in the tracing. Put z,(e) = e’. Then zi is a permuta- 
tion of the edges incident with vi for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Since the tracing is 
retracting-free, rci has no fixed point. If G has no vertex of degree at least 4, 
then xi is a cyclic permutation and the rotation scheme rci, rc2, . . . . rc, has 
only one orbit, namely the tracing of G. 1 
The relation indicated by Proposition 3.1 disappears when there are ver- 
tices of degree 4 or more. Indeed, we later describe r-regular, 3-connected 
graphs which are not upper embeddable for each r > 3. However, the next 
results shows that every connected graph of minimum degree at least 4 has 
a bidirectional retracting-free double tracing. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If G is a connected multigraph, then G has a bidirec- 
tional double tracing such that retractings occur only at vertices of degree 1 
or 3. 
Proof. Clearly, G has a double tracing t such that retractings do not 
occur at vertices of degree 2. We assume that a retracting occurs at a vertex 
v of degree at least 4 and we describe another double tracing with fewer 
retractings at v and with no more retractings at any other vertex. 
Since t has a retracting we may describe (the edge sequence of) t as 
ab t, cc t2 de t3, where a, b, c, d, e are edges incident with v and t,, t2, t, are 
segments of t such that tl and t, has no edge incident with v. Now we 
consider the bidirectional double tracing t’: ac tz db t, ce t,. We can assume 
that t’ has an many retractings at v as t, i.e., d = b and a # b, d # e. Clearly, 
c # b = d and (a, e> n { 6, c } = (zr. Possibly a = e. Since v has degree at least 
4, t, may be described as t, fg t,, where t,, t, are segments of t, and f, g 
are edges incident with v. Clearly, {A g} n {b, c} = 0. Now the double 
tracing t”: b tI cg t, ac t, be t, f has fewer retractings at v than t. Also, t” 
and t have the same retractings at all vertices distinct from v. 1 
We can now prove the main result which is analogous to Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. A connected multigraph G has a retracting-free bidurec- 
tional double tracing if and only if G has no vertex of degree 1 and has a 
spanning tree T such that each connected component of G - E(T) either has 
an even number of edges or contains a vertex which in G has degree at 
least 4. 
Proof: Suppose first that G has a retracting-free bidirectional double 
tracing. Let V(G) = { v,, v2, . . . . u,}. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we 
define a permutation rri of the edges incident with ui for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. If rci 
has qi cycles (orbits), then we split vi up into qi distinct pairwise nonadja- 
cent vertices such that each of these qi vertices is incident with the edges 
of precisely one cycle of rri. The resulting multigraph G’ has a rotation 
scheme with precisely one orbit. By Theorem 2.1, G’ has a spanning tree T’ 
such that each component of G’ - E( T’) has an even number of edges. The 
spanning subgraph H of G with edge set E(T’) is connected but not 
necessarily a tree. If H has a cycle C (that is, a closed walk with no repeti- 
tion of vertices and edges), then C must contain a vertex ui which in G’ 
corresponds to at least two distinct vertices. Since all vertices of G’ have 
degree at least 2, u, has degree at least 4 in G. Now we delete from H an 
edge e in C incident with vi. If H - e has a cycle we delete from H - e an 
edge incident with a vertex u, which in G has degree at least 4. Continuing 
like this we reach, in a finite number of steps, a spanning tree T of G such 
that E(T) E E( T’) and all edges of E( T’)\E( T) are incident with vertices 
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of degree at least 4 in G. Then every component of G - E(T) which is not 
a component of G’ - E( T’) contains a vertex of degree at least 4 in G. 
Suppose conversely that G has a spanning tree T as described in 
Theorem 3.3. If G - E(T) has a component with an odd number of edges, 
then we select a vertex v in that component of degree at least 4 in G and 
we add a new vertex u’ and two edges vu’. The resulting multigraph G” is 
strictly upper embeddable by Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 3.1, G” has a 
bidirectional retracting-free double tracing t. If we delete from t all the new 
vertices u’ and their incident edges we get a double tracing t’ of G such that 
retractings occur only at vertices of degree at least 4. By the proof of 
Proposition 3.2 we can modify t’ such that we get the desired double 
tracing of G. a 
We now modify the argument in [4] in order to show that there exists 
a polynomially bounded algorithm for finding a tree T as described in 
Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. There exists a polynomially bounded algorithm for finding 
a tree T satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 or deciding that no such T 
exists. 
Proof: It is sufficient to verify Theorem 3.4 for connected multigraphs 
of minimum degree at least 3. We can also assume that (E(G)1 - 1 V(G)1 + 1 
is even. For, if IE(G)l - I V(G)1 + 1 is odd and all vertices of G have degree 
3, then T does not exist. On the other hand, if v has degree at least 4 in 
G, then adding a loop at v results in a multigraph which satisfies the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3 iff G does. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of degree 3. We now 
subdivide each edge e = uu such that it becomes a path of length IE(G)I - 1 
if (4 u> g VW and of length [E(G)1 - 1 - IE(H- U- v)l if {u, u} G 
V(H). The resulting graph is denoted by G’. For each edge e’ of G which 
is distinct from e (and which is not in H - u - v when e E E(H)) we select 
an edge in G’ on the “path of e” and assign to it the label (e, e’}. We let 
two edges of G’ form a pair (of the same colour) when they have the same 
label. By Theorem 2.2, the proof is completed when we show that G has a 
spanning tree satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 iff G’ has a spanning 
tree T’ consisting of pairs of edges. 
Suppose first that T’ exists. Then we let T be the subgraph in G such 
that T contains the edge e iff T’ contains the corresponding path in G’. It 
is easy to see that T is a spanning tree of G. If T does not contain the edge 
e, then there is an edge e’ such that T’ does not contain the edge on the 
“path of e” with label (e, e’). Then also T does not contain e’ and from this 
it easily follows that every component of G - E(T) which is contained in 
H is an even path or cycle. 
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Conversely, if T is a spanning tree of G such that all components of 
G-E(T) in H are even paths or cycles, then it is easy to modify T into a 
spanning tree T’ of G’ which is the union of pairs of edges. 1 
4. BIDIRECTIONAL RETRACTING-FREE DOUBLE TRACINGS 
AND STRICT UPPER EMBEDDABILITY 
Although Theorem 3.4 gives a polynomially bounded algorithm for the 
characterization given in Theorem 3.3 we present in this section alternative 
characterizations which may help to visualize the graphs considered in 
Theorem 3.3. First we extend Proposition 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. A connected multigraph G has a bidirectional retracting- 
free double tracing if and only if G is obtained from a strictly upper embed- 
dable multigraph H by adding a set of independent edges (some of which may 
be loops) such that each of these edges is incident with a vertex of degree at 
least 3 in H or is a loop at a vertex of degree 2. 
Proof: If G is obtained from H as described above, then H has a tree 
T as described in Theorem 2.1, and now G and T satisfy the condition of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Assume conversely that G has a tree T as in Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 
G-E(T) has a component H’ with an odd number of edges. Let v be a 
vertex of H’ which has degree at least 4 in G. Then H’ has an edge e’ 
incident with v such that either H’ -e’ is connected or has two components 
each of which has an even number of edges. For each component H’ of 
G-E(T) we delete such an edge e’. The resulting multigraph H’ is 
strictly upper embeddable by Theorem 2.1, and the edges of E(G)\E( H) are 
independent since they belong to distinct components of G - E(T). 1 
By Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, the problem of finding a bidirec- 
tional retracting-free double tracing is particularly interesting for cubic 
graphs since it becomes equivalent with that of deciding whether or not the 
graph is strictly upper embeddable. Also Proposition 3.2 indicates that the 
interesting part of the problem lies in the cubic case. The same is the case 
for the problem of strict upper emdabbility by the result of Tutte [ 121 that 
every 4-edge-connected multigraph has two edge-disjoint spanning trees. 
In particular, every 4-edge-connected multigraph G for which (E(G)1 - 
1 V(G)1 + 1 is even is strictly upper embeddable. 
We now define a (3,4)-graph as a cubic 3-connected graph such that 
three edges separate the graph only if they are incident with the same 
vertex. 
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The next result generalizes the result of Xuong (announced in [ 141) that 
a (3,4)-graph whose number of vertices is = 2 (mod 4) is strictly upper 
embeddable. The short proof given here was suggested by one of the 
referees. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a cubic 3-connected graph such that every 
separating set of three edges separates G into two connected each of which 
has a number of vertices which is 5 1 (mod 4). (In particular, the number of 
vertices of G is ~2 (mod 4).) Then G is strictly upper embeddable. 
ProoJ Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that G is not strictly upper 
embeddable. Nebesky [7, S] proved that G then contains a (minimal) edge 
set A such that 
I.41 <b(G-A)+c(G-A)-1, 
where c(G - A) is the number of components of G - A, and b(G - A ) is the 
number of components H of G - A such that IE(H)I - 1 V(H)1 + 1 is odd. 
The minimality of A implies that each component of G - A is an induced 
subgraph and that b(G - A) = c(G -A) b 2. For each component H of 
G-A, there are at least four edges going out from H because G is 
3-connected and /E(H)1 - 1 V( G)I + 1 is odd. Theorefore 
2lAI >4c(G-A)=2b(G-A)+2c(G-A), 
a contradiction. 1 
We now present a general sufficient condition for the existence of a 
bidirectional retracting-free double tracing. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a 2-connected 3-edge-connected graph such that 
each separating set of three edges consists of the edges incident with a vertex 
of degree 3. Then G has a bidirectional retracting-free double tracing unless 
G is a (3,4)-graph whose number of vertices is = 0 mod 4. 
Proof: (By induction on the number of vertices of degree at least 4). If 
G has no vertex of degree 4 we apply Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 3.1. So 
assume that v is a vertex of degree d 2 4. We now replace v by a cycle 
c: x,x* . . . xdxl of length d such that each edge of G which is incident with 
u is incident with precisely one of the new vertices xi. We denote the 
resulting graph by G’ and we claim that G’ can be constructed such that 
it satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.3. If G’ has three edges e,, e2, e3 
such that G’ - {e,, e,, e3) has two components with more than two 
vertices, then each of these components must contain a vertex of C, Hence 
C contains two of the edges e,, e,, e3 (say e,, er) and the third edge e3 is 
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a bridge of the connected graph G - u. If we delete from G - u all bridges, 
the resulting graph falls into components which we call the bridgeless 
components of G-v. It is now clear that the above separating set 
{e,, e2, e3} does not exist if we join each bridgeless “end-component” (i.e., 
a bridgeless component incident with only one bridge) to C such that two 
of its outgoing edges go to (almost) diametrically opposite vertices of C. If 
G’ is a (3,4)-graph whose number of vertices is ~0 (mod 4), then we let G” 
be obtained from C by adding a vertex of degree 2 on two nonadjacent 
edges of G’ and then adding the edge between them. 
By the induction hypothesis, G’ or G” has a bidirectional retracting-free 
double tracing. Hence G has a bidirectional double tracing such that 
retractings occur only at u. Now the proof is completed by (the proof of) 
Proposition 3.2. 1 
If G, H are cubic and v, u a vertex of G and H, respectively, then we may 
form a new cubic graph from the union of G - v and H - u by adding three 
edges between the vertices of degree 2 in G - v and the vertices of degree 2 
in H - U. We say that the resulting graph is obtained from G by replacing 
u by H - u. If G is a (3,4)-graph and we successively replace vertices of G 
by graphs of the form H- u, where H is a (3,4)-graph, then the resulting 
graph satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.2 provided G and all the 
graphs H have a number of vertices which is r2 (mod 4). Thus the 
resulting graph is strictly upper embeddable, by Theorem 4.2. On the other 
hand, if each vertex of G is replaced by H - u, where H has a number of 
vertices which is divisible by 4, then the resulting graph G’ cannot be 
strictly upper embeddable, when 1 V(G)1 2 6. To see this we assume that G’ 
has a spanning tree T’ such that every component of G’- E( T’) has an 
even number of edges. We consider the subgraph T” of T’ which is the 
union of the following paths : If H - u replaces u in G, and T’ contains two 
of the edges, say e, , ez, incident with v and a path P’ in H - u between e, 
and e,, then P’u {e,, ez} is in T”. It is easy to see that T” is a tree inter- 
secting all the subgraphs H - u. Moreover, we claim that T” has no vertex 
greater than 2, i.e., T” is a path. To see this, we consider P’ and e,, eZ 
defined above. T’ may contain the third edge e3 incident with u but T’ can- 
not contain a path in H - u from e3 to one of e, , e,. For if that were the 
case, then (H - u) - E( T’) would have an odd number of edges, a contra- 
diction. Contracting each H - u into a vertex transforms T” into a walk W 
which contains all vertices of G and repeats no edges of G. Hence W 
contains a Hamiltonian path P of G. Consider then an edge e E E(G)\,??(P) 
joining two vertices u, u’ of degree 2 in P. Let H, H’ be the cubic graphs 
such that o, u’ are replaced by H-u and H’- u’, respectively. Then 
[(H-u)u(H’-u’)u(e)]-E(T’) has an odd number of edges, a 
contradiction. 
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We may in particular replace each vertex of a (3,4)-graph G by a K,. 
For each such K, we may add a big complete graph and join it completely 
to the K3. (If necessary, we delete an edge such that the numbers of added 
vertices and edges, respectively, have the same parity). Then the above 
argument shows that the resulting graph is not upper embeddable. Carry- 
ing this idea a little further, we obtain , for each r >4, a 3-connected 
r-regular graph which is not upper embeddable. However, any such graph 
has a bidirectional retracting-free double tracing by Proposition 3.2. 
5. ARBITRARILY DOUBLE TRACEABLE GRAPHS 
Ore [9] also raised the problem of characterizing the multigraphs G 
containing a vertex u such that we always obtain a bidrectional retracting- 
free double tracing if we start at u and walk randomly in such a way that 
we always proceed to a new edge which has not previously been traversed 
in that direction. If this holds we shall say that G has property p from u. 
Once the solution to this problem has been formulated it is not difficult to 
give a direct ad hoc proof. Therefore we leave the proof for the reader. 
THEOREM 5.1. If G has property p from the vertex v, then G is a subdivi- 
sion of the graph with one vertex v and two loops or G is a subdivision of the 
graph with two vertices v, u joined by three edges. 1 
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